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About Nunavut
Nunavut “Our Land”

2019  marks the 20th anniversary of Nunavut 
becoming Canada’s newest territory. The word
“Nunavut” means “Our Land” in Inuktut, the language 
of the Inuit, who represent 85 per cent of Nunavut’s
resident’s.

The creation of Nunavut as Canada’s third territory 
had its origins in a desire by Inut for more say in their 
future. The �rst formal presentation of the idea - The 
Nuanvut Proposal - was made to Ittawa in 1976. More
than two decades later, in February 1999, Nunavut’s
�rst 19 Members of the Legislative Assembly (MLAs)
were elected to a �ve year term. Shortly after, those
MLAs chose one of their own, lawyer Paul Okalik, to
be the �rst Premier.

The resulting government is a public one; all may 
vote - Inuit and non-Inuit, but the outcomes re�ect
Inuit values. For instance, few southern governments
would have Departments of Culture and Heritage.
More amazingly, the Nunavut Legislative Assembly
operates a “consensus government” which means 
there are no polictical parties.  

Total population of Nunavut is approximately 38,396
people spread over 25 communities and 
1,877,787.62 sq km of land. Of the residents of 
Nunavut almost 75% are under 40 years old.

Nunavut has supported a continuous indigenous 
population for over 4,000 years. 

Paleo-Eskimo Culture: 2500 BC to 1500 BC
Pre-Dorset Culture (‘Saqqaq’): 2500 BC to 500 BC
Dorset Culture (‘Tuniit’ or ‘Sivullirmiut’): 500 BC to 
1500 AD
Thule Culture (Proto-Inuit): 1000 AD to 1600 AD
Inuit Culture (Eskimo): 1600 AD to present-day

1 (866) 686-2888
destinationnunavut.ca



About Nunavut
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Nunavut Fun Facts

People in Nunavut don’t live in igloos, although the 
word igloo is the Inuktut word for home.

Daylight & Darkness
Depending where you live in Nunavut you could
experience 24 hours of light in June like Grise Fiord, 
Nunavut’s most northern community or 24 hours of
dark in the same community. On December 21, the 
shortest day of the year, residents in Iqaluit will 
experience just 3.5 hours of daylight.

The main industries in Nuanvut are arts & crafts, mining,
�shing, hunting and trapping.

Arts & Crafts
Nunavut is know around the world for prints and 
carvings, however many other art is produced 
throughout the territory including tapestries, wall 
hangings, fashion and jewelry. There are approximately
2,500-3,000 active artists in Nunavut. 

Tourism
Nuanvut is home to many once in a lifetime tourism
packages like the �oe edge where you can experience
life where the ice meets the open ocean. From April 
through July in Nunavut, arctic wildlife gathers in 
abundance along the �oe edge — including walruses, 
seals, polar bears, narwhals, bowhead and beluga 
whales, plus an astonishing variety of birds. It is a time 
of great celebration for the Inuit people.

Polar Bears
The polar bear can run up to 40 km/h for short distances
and have been known to swim up to 96 km. Nunavut is
home to half the world’s population of polar bears.

1 (866) 686-2888
destinationnunavut.ca
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Come to the Arctic for the Alianait Arts Festival, the world’s circumpolar stage! The Festival takes place 
in Iqaluit in late June each year. These arctic days have 24-hour sunlight - a time of great celebration! 
Alianait sets the spotlight on Inuit and other circumpolar artists while bringing together exciting 
world-class musicians, circus acrobats, dancers, storytellers, actors, �lmmakers and visual artists from 
across the globe. Check out our website for more information on this exciting Northern festival.

Location: Iqaluit
Time:  June 28 - July 1, 2019 | June 26 - July 1, 2020

Alianait Arts Festival

Contact
1-867-979-6000
victoria@alianait.ca
www.alianait.ca
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Qaggiavuut!

Qaggiavuut is a non-pro�t society to strengthen, promote, advocate and create space for Nunavut 
performing artists with a focus on Inuit. Our work includes advocacy for a Nunavut Performing Arts 
Center, training and promotion of Nunavut performers, children’s performing arts programs, create 
new Inuit language performance work and preserving traditional Inuit performing arts.

Contact
1-867-979-6841
contact@qaggiavuut.com
www.qaggiavuut.com
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Arctic Song
An ensemble of Inuit musicians presenting Inuit drum dance, throat songs and contemporary music. The 
ensemble performs ancient Inuit music, once banned during colonization. The music is comples and 
metaphorical and feature the Inuit drum traditions from across Canada’s Arctic including the Qitirmiut, Kivalliq
and Qikiqtaaluk regions.

Location: Canada and International
Time: 2019



Toonik Tyme Festival
Casey Lessard

When Toonik Tyme started in 1965, the festival consisted of traditional Inuit games, throat singing 
and dancing, a community feast and an evening of dancing and music at Toonik Lake.

Each year the Toonik Tyme Society, local organizations and businesses, and over 100 volunteers 
work together to provide Iqalummiut and visitors with a cultural festival that celebrates the arrival 
of spring with a number of traditional activities that re�ect Inuit Qaujimajatuqangit. The festival 
includes events that are highly anticipated by our community, Nunavummiut and visitors as an 
outstanding opportunity to bring families and friends together to participate in traditional Inuit 
activities and recreational games that re�ect and preserve Inuit culture and heritage while 
providing a platform for Inuit to celebrate as well as to share Inuit culture with non-Inuit residents 
and tourists. 

Contact
   tooniktyme@gmail.com
   www.tooniktyme.ca
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Aayuraa Studio

Mathew is a former kindergarten teacher turned artist. He is a silversmith, metal artist, sculptor, drum dancer,
photographer and appointee to the Order of Canada.

He creates many of his wonderful pieces from his little studio that you can visit anytime you are in Iqaluit. His
unique pieces can be found on politicians, royalty and lovers of �nely crafted jewelry. He is invited to festivals
and exhibitions around the world to display his craft and perform.  

Contact
1-867-223-2623
mnuqingaq@hotmail.com
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Nunavut Development Corporation
Contact

1-867-645-3400
ivalu@qiniq.com
www.ivalu.ca

1-867-793-2428
 jessie_ndc@qiniq.com
www.ndcorp.nu.ca

1-867-857-2713
kiluk_ltd@qiniq.com
www.ndcorp.nu.ca

1-867-561-5280
www.ndcorp.nu.ca

1-867-473-8669
inuitart@qiniq.com
www.uqqurmiut.ca
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Ivalu - Rankin Inlet, NU
Ivalu is located in Rankin Inlet Nunavut.  Originally established
in 1992, Ivalu is well known across Nunavut, and beyond, for 
the large selection of Inuit produced and Nunavut themed 
items it carries. 

Jessie Oonark Ltd - Baker Lake, NU
The Center o�ers workspace for local carvers, seamstresses, 
jewellery-makers and printmakers. Baker Lake is well known 
across Canada and around the world for the unique wall 
hangings produced by many of its talented artisans. 

Kiluk - Arviat, NU
Opened in Arviat in 1996, Kiluk produces some of the �nest 
fur and leather clothing. Our exclusive productions make 
extensive use of traditional materials including muskox leather 
and sealskin furs. 

Taluq Designs - Taloyoak, NU
In the mid-1970s, a group of Inuit women in Taloyoak formed 
an organization to market and sell their culturally-inspired 
textile sculptures known as“packing dolls”.

Uqqurmiut Arts & Crafts - Pangnirtung, NU
A stunning and internationally-known Inuit art facility. Artists 
and craftspeople living in the scenic Ba�n Island community 
of Pangnirtung work to promote and preserve their local 
culture and to foster the continued development of their 
artistic heritage. 
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Arctic Bay Adventures

Arctic Bay Adventures provides opportunities for you to visit one of the most unique polar tourism destinations 
in the world. Our itineraries are designed by highly experienced professionals and local guides with an in-depth 
knowledge of the land. The combination of stunning nature and local culture o�ers an adventure unlike any 
other. We also ensure you have reliable transportation and comfortable accommodation you can enjoy at the 
end of the day after your outdoor excursions.

Contact
    1-844-347-4822
     info@arcticbayadventures.com
     www.arcticbayadventures.com
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Adventure Canada

Adventure Canada
Founded in 1987, Adventure Canada was created to bring travellers to Canada’s “blank spaces”, those 
areas whose remoteness alone made them special. Over the last thirty years we have discovered that 
there is so much that is extraordinary about the places we travel, from the landscape, wildlife and
culture to the history, art and archaeology that is unique to every destination. It is our belief that there 
is so much to see beyond the binoculars that drives us to delve deeper into our favourite places with 
every expedition and continually seek out new destinations. At Adventure Canada, we strive to create 
meaningful, memorable, immersive travel experiences by connecting people to the land, to local 
culture, and to each other.

Contact
1-800-363-7566
info@adventurecanada.com
www.adventurecanada.com



Into the Northwest Passage

The Northwest Passage represents the pinnacle 
of Arctic exploration. On this trip, like the explorers 
before us, we’ll experience the quaint villages,
dramatic �ords, and calving glaciers of Greenland. 
Then, crossing Davis Strait, we’ll visit Qikiqtarjuaq, 
the iceberg capital of Nunavut, and pay respects at 
the Franklin Expedition graves at Beechey Island. 
Somerset and Devon Islands o�er opportunities to 
spot Peary caribou, polar bear, walrus, and 
muskoxen—and for visits to ghostly RCMP and 
Hudson’s Bay Company posts. Parry Channel and 
Peel Sound a�ord a passage to Queen Maude Gulf 
and onward to our destination: Kugluktuk 
(Coppermine), the end of our epic journey above 
the Arctic Circle.

Location: Departs from Greenland
Time: August to September 2019, 2020

High Arctic Explorer

In the mythic far reaches of the Arctic lie Inuit 
homelands. Journey in comfort from Qausuittuq 
(Resolute Bay), Nunavut to Kangerlussuaq,
Greenland. Visit the Arctic at the height of summer! 
Explore Tallurutiup Imanga (Lancaster Sound), a 
newly designated marine protected area. Visit the 
graves of Franklin’s men on Beechey Island. Enjoy an 
Inuit welcome in Mittimatalik (Pond Inlet); try your 
hand at Arctic games.

Location: Departs from Resolute, NU
Time: August

Adventure Canada Cruises

Heart of the Arctic

Explore the deep �ords and vibrant communities of
Greenland, cross the Davis Strait in the wake of the
explorers. Meet the artists in South Ba�n and explore
Nunavik, the Arctic coast of Quebec.

Location: Departs from Ottawa, ON
Time: July 2020



Arctic Kingdom

Arctic Kingdom is the global leader in land-based travel, custom experiences and logistics in the Arctic. 
Unparalleled expertise in Arctic wildlife and habitat, and unmatched access, built through years of experience 
and deep-rooted relationships with local Inuit communities, allows Arctic Kingdom to provide the most 
incredible Arctic experiences in safety and comfort. Arctic Kingdom uniquely o�ers polar bear viewing in every
season throughout the year, as well as exclusive opportunities to safely see narwhal, bowhead whales, walrus, 
and even polar diving. From scheduled Arctic safaris, to private journeys, and logistic support for �lm & TV 
productions, Arctic Kingdom has been crafting legendary Arctic adventures for almost 20 years.

Contact
1-888-737-6818
adventures@arctickingdom.com
www.arctickingdom.com



Arctic Kingdom Tours

Spring Polar Bears & Icebergs of Baffin 
Safari

Our most adventurous photo Arctic safari brings 
you into the heart of the high Arctic in early spring, 
where travellers seldom go. Surrounded by 
snow-capped mountains and soaring icebergs, 
experience polar bears close-up in undisturbed 
splendor as they venture on to the sea ice and climb 
majestic icebergs. Capture memories of a lifetime 
with possible sightings of mother and cubs, ice bergs 
and witness the incredible Northern Lights in the 
evening.

Location: Qikiqtarjuaq
Time: March to April

Narwhal & Polar Bear Safari

Experience the classic spring �oe edge: View unique 
Arctic wildlife and icebergs under the midnight sun. 
Travel to the northern reaches of Ba�n Island where 
the sea ice opens up, and marine mammals and other 
wildlife congregate at the �oe edge – also known as 
the “line of life”.

Location: Arviat
Time: May to June

Polar Bears & Glaciers Of Baffin Island

See majestic polar bears swimming amongst 
icebergs and possibly even bowhead whales, 
up-close and in their wild, unspoiled natural habitat. 
Experience the long, mild days of Arctic summer and
seemingly endless sunsets. Explore by land and boat, 
and take in the exceptional beauty of the 
glacier-capped coastline of Ba�n Island and 
Auyuittuq National Park.

Location: Qikiqtarjuaq
Time: August



Arctic Kingdom Tours con’t

Polar Bear Migration Fly-In Photo Safari

This is an exclusive polar bear photography tour and a 
rare opportunity. This cabin-based photo safari is 
specially designed to get you close to one of the 
world’s most magni�cent predators in their natural 
habitat.

Location: Arviat
Time: October to November

Baffin Island Dive Safari

Explore the Arctic from above and below the ice with 
the best and only Canadian Arctic dive operator. 
Immerse yourself in a world of icebergs, drifting pack 
ice, the Arctic sea �oor, and fascinating wildlife 
including narwhal, bowhead whales and polar bears 
on our Ba�n Island Expedition.

Location: Navy Board Inlet
Time: May to June

Ultimate Floe Edge Explorer

Designed with the ultimate �oe edge experience in 
mind, this trip takes Arctic adventure to the next level.

The �oe edge, also known as the “Line of Life”, is where 
land-fast ice meets the open water of the Arctic Ocean.

As the ice breaks up and the Arctic transitions from 
spring to summer, helicopters and other air 
transportation makes experiencing the wonder of the 
Sinaaq (�oe edge) more accessible. It also allows you 
to explore the full expanse of the Arctic wilderness in 
Nunavut.

Location: Pond Inlet
Time: July

*This privately tailored experience is perfect for 
individuals and private groups of travellers 

looking for a trip of a lifetime.



Contact
    1-867-873-2575
     boydw@bathurstinlet.com
     www.bathurstarctic.com

North of the Arctic Circle, there’s an oasis called Bathurst Inlet. Here, in the brief northern summer, the land is 
covered with a tapestry of delicate �owers in rich hues of blues, magentas, pinks, yellows and white. Caribou 
and muskoxen graze the rolling tundra hills and green valleys along meandering streams. Rare arctic birds nest 
on the tundra and sheer rocky cli�s. The Inuit of Bathurst Inlet and the Warner family invite you to join us on 
an exceptional adventure, sharing our unique history and knowledge of the natural world, at Bathurst Inlet 
Lodge.

Time: July to September

Bathurst Inlet LodgeInuunnut Aulatauju
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Contact
1-8888-849-7668
info@blackfeather.com
www.blackfeather.com

Black Feather

Join us to explore amazing wilderness:  canoe on wilderness rivers, sea kayak along scenic shorelines, hike amidst 
astounding landscapes and cross country ski/ski tour in winter wonderlands. Using the best equipment available, 
your active holiday will provide lasting memories.

Black Feather o�ers out�tted, guided expeditions by canoe, sea kayak or hiking. Explore Auyuittuq and 
Quttinirpaaq National Parks;  canoe the Coppermine, Hood and Soper Rivers, sea kayak while visiting the Floe 
Edge in Pond Inlet!

Black Feather Tours con’t



Black Feather  Tours

Ellesmere - Alexandra Fiord

Alexandra Fiord is on the east coast of Ellesmere 
Island - in Nunavut, Canada. This magni�cent area 
is found high above the Arctic Circle at nearly 80 
degrees north latitude, and only 30 kilometers 
from the west coast of Greenland. Tidewater 
glaciers calve icebergs into a magni�cent �ord s
ystem, ringed by the highest mountains in eastern 
North America. Extreme isolation and harsh 
weather conditions for much of the year have 
restricted explorers to this part of the world. Thus, 
this �ord system still holds many secrets of past 
civilizations.

Location: Ellesmere Island
Time: July

Pond Inlet- In Search of the Narwhal

In mid-summer, the ice in Eclipse Sound in the 
Canadian Arctic �nally melts. The land and sea 
mammals that have congregated at the �oe edge 
disperse for the short summer. This sea kayaking 
expedition explores the northern coast of Ba�n 
Island near the Inuit hamlet of Pond Inlet.

Location: Pond Inlet
Time: July

Floe Edge Wildlife Basecamp

The �oe edge of North Ba�n Island is a “must-see” 
place for wilderness photographers, birders, and 
wildlife observers. This base camp expedition is 
perfect for any outdoor enthusiast seeking a 
one-of-a-kind adventure in a most unique 
landscape! 

Location: Pond Inlet
Time: May & June



Black Feather Tours con’t

Floe Edge Adventure Basecamp

From the community of Pond Inlet, we will travel by 
snowmobile and qamutik (wooden sled) towards the 
�oe-edge, an area known as the "line of life". Guided
by highly quali�ed Black Feather guides as well as
Inuit guides, ice conditions and weather will
determine our exact route and location of our
comfortable base camp. The base camp will serve as a
hub for the expedition and the various activities that
will be undertaken.

Location: Pond Inlet
Time: May

Floe Edge Photography Basecamp

Full advantage will be taken of the endless days to 
explore and learn more about this incredible 
environment. During this expedition, we have a 
chance of seeing polar bears, a variety of species of 
sea birds, narwhal, seals, and (possibly) the massive 
bowhead whale. On this departure, we will have a 
focus on photography, with opportunities to 
photography this remarkable landscape and the 
wildlife that call it home.

Location: Pond Inlet
Time: July

Auyuittuq Ski Traverse

TAuyuittuq National Park in Canada’s eastern Arctic 
has some of the most beautiful alpine scenery on 
earth. This ski touring expedition crosses the entire 
Akshayuk Pass, including the rarely-seen northern 
section in the Owl River Valley.

We meet in Qikiqtarjuaq - a remote Inuit hamlet on 
an small island o� the north coast of Ba�n Island. 
Local Inuit will take us by snowmobiles across the 
frozen sea ice to the end of North Pangnirtung Fiord. 
From here we'll load our pulks (personal sleds) for the 
�rst strides south on our 97-km journey.

Location: Pangnirtung
Time: April





Contact
1-800-373-5678
travel@eagle-eye.com
www.eagle-eye.com

Eagle-Eye Tours

Eagle-Eye Tours is a global leader o�ering small group birding and nature tours and small ship expedition 
cruises. Our Nunavut tours include birding and wildlife viewing from land and sea. Our expedition cruises 
span the arctic including the Northwest Passage. With over 20 years of experience, we o�er exceptional
experiences in Nunavut; give us a call!



Baffin Island Floe Edge: Narwhals & 
Polar Bears

Rugged mountains, stunning glaciers, �ocks of 
northern seabirds, the wonderful Narwhal, and 
traditional Inuit culture – this is what awaits us on 
a truly amazing Arctic tour to the wilderness of
northern Ba�n Island. We experience this dramatic 
Arctic landscape at a time of year when the sun 
never sets and wildlife is returning to this very rich 
area of the Arctic.

Location: Pond Inlet, NU
Time: June

Baffin Island Walrus & Bowhead Whales

Far north, lies the domain of two truly awesome 
mammals – walrus and bowhead whales. Our search 
for these remarkable arctic residents takes us to 
Igloolik and the shores of the Foxe Basin.. The Foxe 
Basin and adjacent Ba�n Island are areas rich in 
wildlife and where Inuit have lived for centuries.

Location: Igloolik
Time: June



Contact
1-800-661-3830
north@gctravel.ca
www.greatcanadiantravel.com

Since 1981, The Great Canadian Travel Group has been helping people explore the world’s most fascinating 
Arctic regions and most remote communities. We o�er a variety of tours that will immerse you in the culture 
and landscapes of the North and can customize them to suit any travel style.

The Great Canadian Travel Group



High Arctic Explorer - Cruise

 In the mythic far reaches of the Arctic lie Inuit 
homelands. Journey in comfort from Qausuittuq 
(Resolute Bay), Nunavut to Kangerlussuaq, Greenland. 
Visit the Arctic at the height of its colourful summer! 
Formerly Arctic Safari as seen on Mighty Cruise Ships.

Location: Ottawa, ON
Time: August

Out of the Northwest Passage

The Northwest Passage remains one of the world’s last 
true frontiers, and this expedition takes you to its heart. 
The recent �nding of the ill-fated Franklin expedition’s 
ships, the HMS Erebus and HMS Terror reminds us that 
we sail into history, legend and myth that continues to 
this day.

Location: Kugluktuk
Time: September

Parks Canada Northwest Passage

The Northwest Passage remains one of the world’s last 
true frontiers, and this specially designated Parks 
Canada expedition takes you to its heart, with the 
opportunity to get an in depth experience and 
exclusive access to this unique Arctic area.

Location: Kangerlussuaq, Greenland
Time: August

Heart of the Arctic

Sail into the heart of the Arctic on this thirteen day 
expedition cruise as the culture, heritage and 
knowledge of the people you meet along the way will 
sail into yours.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: July
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Contact
    1-867-324-1251
     out�tting014@gmail.com
     www.iglootourism.com

Join the Uttak family for your authentic Arctic adventure. Igloolik means “there is a house there” it is located 
approx 800 km north of the Arctic Circle. 

If you are looking for a unique adventure Igloo Tourism can deliver, from northern lights viewing while staying in 
an igloo, �ow edge without the long snowmobile ride to �shing and wildlife viewing including polar bears, seals,
walrus and many types of birds. 

Igloo Tourism & Out�tting also o�ers logistical support for �lm crews and many other projects.  

Igloo Tourism & OutfittingInuunnut Aulatauju
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Contact
1-867-983-2799
naikak@hakongak.com

Plan your outdoor �shing or hunting trip with Hakongak Out�tting and you won’t be disappointed. From guided
�shing trips around Victoria Island to your next big game hunting trip Hakongak Out�tting has been o�ering
these services for over 20 years. You won’t �nd a more experienced out�tter in the Cambridge Bay area.

Cambridge Bay is easily accessible from Yellowknife with both First Air and Canadian North �ying there. Cambridge
Bay is known as Ikalutuuttiaq which means “good �shing place” in Inuktut. While visiting you can also experience 
muskox viewing near Ovayok Territorial Park and explore the ancient Inuit campsites and relics of European visitors
on a quest for the Northwest Passage. 

Hakongak OutfittingInuunnut Aulatauju
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Inukpak (in Inuktitut, the Inuit language) means: gentle giant. You will grasp the meaning of this when you 
meet the company’s founder and owner. Since 2011, it has been our pleasure to o�er truly memorable and 
powerful guided experiences, o� the beaten path, throughout the Southern Ba�n Region in Nunavut - Canada’s 
Arctic. Our primary goal is to o�er products and services tailored to your requirements, resulting in a once-in-a-
lifetime experience. We strive to engage travellers with the Inuit culture, people and the Arctic geography in 
ways that are authentic and memorable.

Contact
    1-867-222-6489
     info@inukpakout�tting.ca
     www.inukpakout�tting.ca

Inukpak Outfitting



Arctic Discovery Summer
The Arctic has been on your bucket list for too long 
already? This is your chance! The Arctic Discovery 
program is the best program if you want to take part 
in more than one activity within convenience
of the modern Arctic Capital with sea kayaking, 
hiking excursions, and cultural tours on the menu.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: July to September

Pangnirtung & Auyuittuq Summer Discovery

Experience an authentic summer adventure on 
Nunavut’s Ba�n Island awaits, home to the capital 
Iqaluit, the start of your authentic adventure and 
Pangnirtung your second destination. In both 
communities, engage with locals while you explore 
town, stopping at landmarks, artisan shops or a 
museum. Hike across the blooming tundra in the 
magni�cent Auyuittuq National Park. 

Location: Iqaluit & Pangnirtung 
Time: August - September

Arctic Expedition (AUYUITTUQ NATIONAL PARK)

Majestic towers, carved in bedrock by glaciers, shooting 
straight for the sun: such scenery is what Auyuittuq 
National Park has to o�er. It is, without a doubt, one 
of the most awe-inspiring places on Earth. Set in the 
middle of the Penny Ice Cap, bisected from North to 
South by the Akshayuk pass, an immense valley opens 
inland.

Location: Pangnirtung
Time: July

Winter Arctic Discovery

Has the Arctic has been on your bucket list for too 
long already? This is your chance! The Arctic Discovery 
program is the best program if you want to take part 
in more than one activity with the convenience of the 
modern Arctic capital including dog sledding , 
snowmobiling and cultural tours all on the menu.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: December - June



Snowmobile Expedition-Iqaluit to Kimmirut

At the helm of your own snowmobile, set out on a 
legendary adventure! Travel by snowmobile from 
Iqaluit to Kimmirut, return over the ice-covered 
Frobisher Bay, across Katannilik Territorial Park and the 
through the Soper River valley. Spend two nights on
the land in a large, heated cabin; enjoy exploring the 
small traditional community of Kimmirut and much 
more.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: March to April

Akshayuk Pass, Backcountry Ski Expedition

Majestic towers sculpted from the rock by glaciers 
shooting up into a brilliant sky—this is what awaits 
you in Auyuittuq National Park. This park is without 
doubt one of the most impressive locations on earth.
Auyuittuq National Park encompasses 21,000 km2 
some 350 km north east of Iqaluit, on the Cumberland 
Peninsula. A good portion of Auyuittuq National 
Park is covered by the Penny Ice Cap, which is the 
remains of continental glaciers from the last Ice Age, 
stretching some 5,200 km2 with a depth of up to 
300 metres. The Akshayuk Pass is an immense valley 
that cuts through the Ice Cap, linking the Northern 
and Southern sections of the park. It is through this 
opening that you are invited to cross the park.

Location: Pangnirtung
Time: March to April

Soper River - Katannilik Territorial Park

The Soper River is located in the middle of the Meta 
Incognita Peninsula, in Katannilik Territorial Park, and 
is designated as a Canadian Heritage River. It o�ers 
unique adventure opportunities. The river and valley’s 
spectacular landscapes wind their way for close to 
100 km, bringing you on a journey that will spark 
more than memories.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: July



North Winds Expeditions

NorthWinds is one of the leading polar expeditions companies in the world, having successfully led nine f
ull-length South Pole expeditions, six full-length North Pole Expeditions, among many other epic dog sledding 
and kite skiing expeditions throughout the Arctic and, Greenland and the Antarctic.

However impossible your goals may be, we can assist you as a guide, polar trainer, consultant or logistic 
coordinator.

Contact
1-867-223-0551
northwindsexpeditions@gmail.com
www.northwindsexpeditions.com



Dog Sledding Adventures
With 30 year of dog sledding experience, NorthWind’s 
o�ers a variety of dog sledding adventures, from a
half-day outing to weeklong dog sledding expeditions
on Southern Ba�n Island.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: December to May

Arctic Expeditions

NorthWinds is one of the leading polar expedition 
companies in the world, having successfully led nine 
full-length South Pole expeditions, six full-length North 
Pole expeditions, among many other epic dog sledding 
and kite skiing expeditions throughout the Arctic, 
Greenland and Antarctic. We o�er custom expeditions
throughout the Polar Regions. Any expedition you can 
dream of, we can turn into reality.

Location: Nunavut, Greenland, and Antarctica
Time: Year Round

Back Country Ski & Kite Ski Adventures

There is no better place to explore with skis and kites 
than Ba�n Island. It has it all: fun skiing, steep colours, 
endless kite ski terrain and stunning landscapes. 

Location: Ba�n Island
Time: April/May

Extreme Polar Training

Want to ski to the North Pole or South Pole? Kite ski 
across the Greenland Ice Cap? Or simply gain the skills 
to head out on fun winter adventures? Join us for our 
extreme polar training course designed to teach you 
the skills and expertise needed to head out on polar 
expeditions.

Location: Iqaluit
Time: February to March

Film Crew Support
Planning on �lming in the arctic? Specializing in �lm 
crew support, we have worked with BBC, Top Gear, Red 
Bull, CBC, National Geographic, among others. Our 
support includes: guides, logistics, safety, dog teams, 
�xer, and more.
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Parks Canada

Auyuittuq, Quttinirpaaq, Sirmilik, and Ukkusiksalik showcase inspiring, dynamic and spectacularly beautiful 
examples of the Arctic’s nature regions. These National Parks are among the most remote and northerly in the 
world and are protected for their unique natural and cultural environments for today’s Canadians and future 
generations. 
Dare to Explore!

Contact
    1-888-416-2326
     voyages@oneoceanexpeditions.com
     www.oneoceanexpeditions.com

Doug Stern/Parks Canada



Go Where Few Have Gone!

Experienced backcountry travellers, climbers, and skiers 
can charter a �ight and set o� on a self-guided adventure 
into Quttinirpaaq National Park, exploring dramatic 
landscapes and remarkable wildlife on their own.

Location: Quttinirpaaq National Park
Time: June to July

An Arctic Wildlife Safari To The Floe Edge
On Baffin Bay

Ride a snowmobile-pulled qamutiq (sled) across Eclipse 
Sound to the edge of the frozen ocean to watch whales, 
seals, polar bears and seabirds feast, then camp on the 
ice under the Midnight Sun.

Location: Sirmilik National Park
Time: March to June

Hike Among Glaciers And Hoodoos On
Bylot Island

Bylot Island is spectacular Arctic wilderness, perfect for 
trail-less backcountry trekking and day hiking among 
Sirmilik’s wildlife. See hoodoo rock towers and get up 
close to the island’s many massive rivers of ice.

Location: Sirmilik National Park
Time: August to September

Sea Kayak Oliver Sound

Paddle into Sirmilik’s Oliver Sound, an Arctic �ord ending 
at Oliver Glacier, as whales and seals swim the dark blue 
waters. Hike and camp amid tundra wilderness under 
the Midnight Sun.

Location: Sirmilik National Park
Time: August to September



Take A Guided Hike With A Commercial
Operator

Join a guided hike into remote rolling hills, across tundra 
and alongside rivers amid Ukkusiksalik’s Arctic wildlife, 
birds and the marine life of Wager Bay, safely camping 
out under the Midnight Sun.

Location: Ukkusiksalik National Park
Time: July to August

Boat Tour Ukkusiksalik With A Local
Outfitter

Hop into a boat with a local out�tter and cruise the 
waters of Wager Bay, the best and safest way to sightsee 
the landscapes of surrounding Ukkusiksalik park, its 
wildlife and marine life.

Location: Ukkusiksalik National Park
Time: August to September

A Snowmobile Expedition

Jump onto a snowmobile and ride atop frozen Wager 
Bay into Ukkusiksalik’s icy winter landscape, watching 
for seals, caribou and polar bears and experiencing the 
wild Arctic under the Midnight Sun.

Location: Ukkusiksalik National Park
Time: March to June



Airlines

Mario Cyr/Parks Canada

First Air
Scheduled, cargo and charter passenger �ights to and within
the NWT, Nunavut and Nunavik. Main gateways: Ottawa,
Montreal, Edmonton, Winnipeg, Iqaluit and Yellowknife.
26 destinations in the North with over 20 aircraft. All scheduled
First Air �ights earn Aeroplan points. Charter air service also
available worldwide.

Canadian North
Canadian North is 50% owned by Nunavummiut and is a
full-service airline o�ering daily scheduled passenger �ights,
cargo and charter services. For assistance, please contact
(403) 979-7407 or for passenger reservations and information
contact1-800-661-1505, cargo 1-866-663-2223 and charter
(403)705-3118

Calm Air
Calm Air o�er scheduled passenger, cargo and charter �ights
throughout Manitoba and Nunavut. We utilize a �eet of ATRs
and Dornier 328 jets. Scheduled service is o�ered throughout
the Kivalliq - Sanikiluaq, Baker Lake, Arviat, Rankin Inlet,
Whale Cover, Chester�eld Inlet, Naujaat, and Coral Harbour with
morning and afternoon connections to Churchill and Winnipeg.

Contact

1-800-267-1247
mediarelations@�rstair.ca
www.�rstair.ca

1-800-661-1505
customercare@canadiannorth.com
www.canadiannorth.com

1-800-778-6954
mail@calmair.com
www.calmair.com



Travel Agents

Far Horizons
Far Horizons is an established retail and wholesale tour
operator, since 1986, customizing unique and original travel
packages to exotic destinations for travelers from around
the world. Carole Gobeil joined the company in 2015 as their
polar travel specialist. Carole has been traveling in the Arctic
since 2005 and has a great passion for the North.

Anderson Vacations
Anderson Vacations has long been recognized as a specialized
travel provider; tailor making independent customized 
vacations. We operate numerous escorted tours throughout 
North America, including every province and territory in 
Canada.

Top of the World Travel
Top of the World Travel is the largest premiere, full-service 
travel agency and in-bound tour operator based in Northern 
Canada. We have been looking after travellers coming to and 
from Canada’s North for over 26 years. Top of the World Travel 
is  your Northern specialist waiting to help you check o� that 
Northern bucket list tip of a lifetime.

Contact

1-800-298-6607 x 204 or
613-795-2824
carole@farhorizons.ca
www.carolegobeil.ca

1-866-814-7378
jmukerji@andersonvacations.ca
www.andersonvacations.ca

1-800-837-8922
travel@topoftheworldtravel.com
www.topoftheworldtravel.com

Glenfield/Parks Canada




